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 aug 2012 the adb drivers for my dell ubuntu 10.04 (lucid) can't connect to my computer for some reason and I want to re-install the adb drivers with the usb because I can't even view the windows desktop in vista without the adb drivers installed It's working fine on my MAC I am considering installing a new android on my ubuntu machine to see if it works. I have a galaxy s3 mini android that I can
use with the usb cable on the ubuntu machine. I was thinking if I install the galaxy s3 mini with this And then if the ubuntu machine is connected to the same wireless as my windows machine, it can be used on both machines at once, using the mobile tools. then I can use my phone as a wifi hotspot to the ubuntu machine and connect to the internet. but I am wondering if it will work like this will the

ubuntu be able to access my phone and phone will be able to access the ubuntu (I mean if I install the ubuntu on my phone) If I need to use a usb cable to connect, will this work? how to connect both the machines to use the mobile tools? If I can use it like this, would it be fast and not a problem? thank you so much! Please share your answers or point me to the answer for my question in this
community. Not familiar with the details of the Galaxy S3 Mini, but I assume it is a phone? If so, why would you need to install Ubuntu on it? Wouldn't you want Ubuntu on the phone, and the Android phone on the computer? Also, as far as I know, installing Ubuntu on a phone is different from installing Ubuntu on a computer. So maybe they are different questions? I installed Ubuntu on my PC

because I wanted a complete Linux system. I have a desktop and have used it since 2005, and also wanted a laptop. I have many programs (like skype) and I like to use them on my PC and my laptop, and wanted to use a separate linux system for both computers. Now, I need help with connecting my PC to my Android phone 82157476af
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